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Abstract
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In the past decades, silicon nanowire field-effect transistors (SiNWFETs) have been explored
for label-free, highly sensitive, and real-time detections of chemical and biological species.
The SiNWFETs are anticipated for sensing analyte at ultralow concentrations, even at single-
molecule level, owing to their significantly improved charge sensitivity over large-area FETs.
In a SiNWFET sensor, a change in electrical potential associated with biomolecular interactions
in close proximity to the SiNW gate terminal can effectively control the underlying channel
and modulate the drain-to-source current (IDS) of the SiNWFET. A readout signal is therefore
generated. This signal is primarily determined by the surface properties of the sensing layer
on the gate terminal, with sensitivity close up to the Nernstian limit widely demonstrated. To
achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), it is essential for the SiNWFETs to possess low noise
of which intrinsic device noise is one of the major components. In metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS)-type FETs, the intrinsic noise mainly results from carrier trapping/detrapping at the gate
oxide/semiconductor interface and it is inversely proportional to the device area.

This thesis presents a comprehensive study on design, fabrication, and noise reduction of
SiNWFET-based sensors on silicon-on-oxide (SOI) substrate. A novel Schottky junction gated
SiNWFET (SJGFET) is designed and experimentally demonstrated for low noise applications.
Firstly, a robust process employing photo- and electron-beam mixed-lithography was developed
to reliably produce sub-10 nm SiNW structures for SiNWFET fabrication. For a proof-
of-concept demonstration, MOS-type SiNWFET sensors were fabricated and applied for
multiplexed ion detection using ionophore-doped mixed-matrix membranes as sensing layers.
To address the fundamental noise issue of the MOS-type SiNWFETs, SJGFETs were fabricated
with a Schottky (PtSi/silicon) junction gate on the top surface of the SiNW channel, replacing
the noisy gate oxide/silicon interface in the MOS-type SiNWFETs. The resultant SJGFETs
exhibited a close-to-ideal gate coupling efficiency (60 mV/dec) and significantly reduced device
noise compared to reference MOS-type SiNWFETs. Further optimization was performed by
implementing a three-dimensional Schottky junction gate wrapping both top surface and two
sidewalls of the SiNW channel. The tri-gate SJGFETs with optimized geometry exhibited
significantly enhanced electrostatic control over the channel, thereby confined IDS in the SiNW
bulk, which greatly improved the device noise immunity to the traps at bottom buried oxide/
silicon interface. Finally, a lateral bipolar junction transistor (LBJT) was also designed and
fabricated on a SOI substrate aiming for immediate sensor current amplification. Integrating
SJGFETs with LBJTs is expected to significantly suppress environmental interference and
improve the overall SNR especially under low sensor current situations.
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Abbreviations  

A Gate area μm2 
A* The effective Richardson constant A/cm2-K2 
Cd Differential capacitance F/cm2 
Ccable Cable parasitic capacitance F/cm2 
CD Depletion layer capacitance F/cm2 
Cin Input parasitic capacitance F/cm2 
Cit Interface trap capacitance F/cm2 
Cout Output parasitic capacitance F/cm2 
Cox Oxide capacitance F/cm2 
Csub Substrate capacitance F/cm2 
EC Bottom edge of conduction band eV 
EF Femi level eV 
f  Frequency Hz 
froll-off Roll-off frequency Hz 
gm Transconductance S 
GVAMP Gain of the voltage amplifier  

TB Total base noise current A2 

IB Base current A 
IDS Drain-to-source current A 
IGS Gate current A 
Ion(off) On(off) current A 
k Boltzmann's constant J/K 
LG Gate length m 
n+ Heavily n-doped cm-3 
NA Acceptor-impurity concentration cm-3 
ND Donor-impurity concentration cm-3 
Ns Density of surface site cm-2 
Nt Volume trap density cm-3 
NV meas Voltage fluctuations after amplification V/Hz1/2 
q Electronic charge  1.6×10-19 C 
rin Input resistance Ω 
rout Output resistance Ω 
Rin Input resistance  Ω 
Rload Load resistance Ω 
Sib Current noise PSD, bottom interface A2/Hz 



 

Sibase Current noise PSD, base A2/Hz 
Sibulk Current noise PSD,  SiNW bulk A2/Hz 
Sid Drain current noise PSD A2/Hz 
Sit Current noise PSD, top interface A2/Hz 
SS Subthreshold slope mV/decade 
Svfb Svg at flat-band condition V2/Hz 
Svg Gate referred input voltage noise V2/Hz 
t Time s 
T Kelvin temperature K 
tsi Channel thickness m 
Vbi Built-in potential V 
VCE Collector-to-emitter voltage V 
VDS Drain-to-source voltage V 
VG Gate voltage V 
VRE Reference gate voltage V 
Vsub Substrate voltage V 

T  Total noise voltage V2 

VTH Threshold voltage V 
WB Base width m 
α Activity mol/L 
αsc Coulumb scattering coefficient V-s/C 
αt Tunneling coefficient of electron cm-1 
β Current gain  
βint Intrinsic buffer capacity  cm-2 
εSi Relative permittivity of silicon F/cm 
ΦB Schottky junction barrier height eV 
σs Surface charge density C/cm3 
µeff Effective mobility cm2/V-s 
φs Surface potential V 
γ Frequency exponent  
3D Three-dimensional  
ALD Atomic layer deposition 
As Arsenic 
B Base 
BOX Buried oxide 
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
DC Direct current 
DeMOSFET Depletion-mode MOSFET 
DI Deionized water 
EBL Electron beam lithography 
E/C Emitter/collector 
EDL Electrical double layer 
EDX Energy dispersive spectroscopy 



 
 

FGA Forming gas annealing 
GC-MS Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 
HF Hydrofluoric acid 
HPLC High-performance liquid chromatography 
HSQ Hydrogen silsesquioxane 
InMOSFET Inversion-mode MOSFET 
IPA Isopropyl alcohol 
ISE Ion-selective electrode 
ISFET Ion selective field-effect transistor 
JFET Junction field-effect transistor 
LBJT Lateral bipolar junction transistor 
LER Line edge roughness 
LFN Low frequency noise 
MB Methylene blue 
MMM Mixed-matrix membrane 
MOSC Metal-organic supercontainer 
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor 
NaCl Sodium chloride 
PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 
PEG polyethylene glycol 
PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate) 
PSD Power spectral density 
PtSi Platinum silicide 
PVC Poly(vinylchloride) 
rpm Revolutions per minute 
RE Reference electrode 
RIE Reactive ion etching 
RTP Rapid thermal processing 
S/D Source and drain terminals 
SAM Self-assembled monolayer 
SEM Scanning electron microscope 
SiNWFET Silicon nanowire field-effect transistor 
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 
SOI Silicon-on-insulator 
THF Tetrahydrofuran 
TVSEM Top-view scanning electron microscopy 
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1. Introduction and Theoretical Background 

This thesis presents a study of the field-effect transistor as a compact biosen-
sor operating in liquid. As such, the research goes across several scientific 
disciplines and touches upon potential applications much beyond the tradi-
tional microelectronics domain. Therefore, this chapter attempts to provide 
background information regarding the societal needs and prospects of this 
interdisciplinary topic, along with the scientific and technological require-
ments for a nanoscale electronic biosensor to deliver the desired functions. 

1.1. Emergence of electronic biosensors 
Early disease diagnosis is of paramount importance along with the develop-
ment of therapeutic strategies [1], [2]. Many diseases, such as Alzheimer's 
and breast cancer, could be palliated greatly or even be cured by early inter-
vention if they can be diagnosed at an early stage. Therefore, demands on 
more frequent and accurate diagnoses have been increasing dramatically. 
Nowadays, medical infrastructures are highly centralized. Diagnostic testing 
is mainly conducted in laboratories equipped with large and complex in-
struments which typically require highly skilled personnel to operate. Con-
sequently, patients will expect great financial burden, long waiting time for 
their hospital visits and increasing possibility of missing the optimum win-
dow for their medical treatments. To meet such challenges, it is essential to 
develop portable and low-cost sensors which can rapidly detect important 
biomarkers at low concentrations [3]. Such sensors can be used in diversified 
places such as community hospitals, doctor’s office, or even at home. They 
may also be very useful in developing countries or remote fields where ac-
cess to medical personnel and instruments are restricted [4]–[6].  

Common analytical targets for medical assays can be ions, nucleic acids, 
proteins, metabolites, and pathogens. Figure 1.1 shows a brief summary of 
techniques for detecting proteins, including the ones that are still under de-
velopment and not in clinical use [7]. Among them, electronic sensors have 
attracted great attention for their potential advantages such as small size and 
weight, fast response, high reliability, and possibility of on-chip integration 
together with a signal processing scheme with prospect of low-cost mass 
production [8]. As an example, a flexible and fully integrated sensor array 
capable of multiplexed in situ perspiration analysis is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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The sensor array can simultaneously and selectively measure sweat metabo-
lites (such as glucose and lactate) and electrolytes (such as sodium and po-
tassium ions), as well as the skin temperature [9]. In the array, each sensor is 
based on an ion-selective electrode (ISE) where the electrode surface is func-
tionalized with receptors that can interact with different targets selectively. 

 
Figure 1.1. Assays for detection of protein biomolecules. Reprinted with 
permission from [7]. Copyright (2009) Springer Nature. 
 

Detection of low-concentration targets requires highly sensitive sensors 
while the lower detection limit of traditional ISEs is normally at μM level 
[10]. Here, another type of electronic sensor, i.e., ion-sensitive field-effect 
transistor (ISFET), comes to light. First demonstrated about 50 years ago and 
lately developed into nanoscale, the ISFET represents a very competitive 
group of label-free electronic sensors [11]–[13]. Benefiting from comple-
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mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible fabrication pro-
cess, ISFET-based H+ sensors have been successfully implemented in a nov-
el full electronic based genome sequencing platform developed by Ion Tor-
rent [14]. As shown in Figure 1.3, each sequencing chip contains 13 M indi-
vidually addressable ISFETs and integrated signal readout circuitry, together 
with microfluidics for small volume handling of sequencing reagents. 

 

 
Figure 1.2. (a) Photograph of a wearable flexible sensor array on a sub-
ject’s wrist, (b) photograph of a flattened flexible sensor array. The red 
dashed box indicates the sensor array and the white dashed boxes indicate 
the circuit components. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 
(2016) Springer Nature.  
 
The charge sensitivity of ISFET can be greatly improved by downsizing its 
channel dimensions [15], [16] and detections of single molecular interactions 
have been demonstrated on ISFETs with silicon nanowire (SiNW) channel 
[17], [18]. In addition, based on the reaction-diffusion model [19], SiNW-
sensors can also respond much faster than those with planar ISFETs due to 
simple geometrical effects with which 2D vs. 1D diffusion dictates in the 
respective case. 
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Figure 1.3. (a) Schematic showing the working principle for DNA sequenc-
ing using ISFET-based pH sensor, (b) unpackaged chip with functional re-
gions indicated, and (c) wire-bonded chip in ceramic package, shown with 
fluidic lid to allow addition of sequencing reagents. Adapted with permission 
from [14]. 

1.2. Working principle of ISFETs 
An ISFET is similar to a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor 
(MOSFET), cf. Figure 1.4(a), with the gate metal replaced by an electrolyte, 
cf. Figure 1.4(b). The electrical potential of the electrolyte is defined by a 
reference electrode (normally a glass tube Ag/AgCl reference electrode). A 
sensing layer with analyte receptor is normally functionalized on the gate 
surface, which can selectively interact with targets of interest in the electro-
lyte. Such interaction can generate charge variations in close proximity to 
the channel, leading to a change in surface potential ∆φs and consequently a 
shift of the threshold voltage (∆VTH) of the ISFET. Provided the liquid gate 
potential is fixed by the reference electrode, the ∆VTH is then transduced to a 
channel current change by the ISFET.  

 
Figure 1.4. Schematic representations of (a) a MOSFET and (b) an ISFET. 
(c) Model for the EDL during the detection of H+ with the potential distribu-
tion at the oxide/electrolyte interface.  
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In the case of ISFET pH sensor, the dependence of surface potential φs on 
the pH in the bulk electrolyte, i.e., pHB, can be well described by a site-
binding model. As shown in Figure 1.4c, hydroxyl groups on the SiO2 (gate 
insulator) surface will protonate or deprotonate when the SiO2 is in contact 
with the electrolyte. The charge density (σs) and φs on the SiO2 surface is 
determined by the density of surface site (Ns), the equilibrium constants of 
the hydroxyl group-H+ interaction, pHB, and the differential capacitance (Cd) 
of the electrical double layer (EDL). The dependence of φs on pHB, i.e., pH 
sensitivity of the ISFET, can be described by [20]: 

 

2.3 , with .                   (1.1) 

 
where βint is the intrinsic buffer capacity of the SiO2 surface. It is evident 
from Eq (1.1) that the sensitivity upper limit, so called Nernstian limit, for 
ISFET is 59.2 mV/pHB at room temperature and it can be reached for sens-
ing oxide with high βint. The Nernstian pH sensitivity of the ISFET can also 
be interpreted in a way similar to the ISE. The φs can be described by the 
Nernstian equation [10] 
 

s 2.3 log / ,         (1.2) 

 
where φ0 is a constant, [H+]B and [H+]S are the H+ concentrations in the bulk 
electrolyte and on the oxide surface, respectively. If the sensing oxide has 
large buffer capacity for H+ so [H+]S does not change when [H+]B is varied, 
an ideal Nernstian sensitivity can be achieved. This model can also be ap-
plied to selective detections of other ions as long as the gate surface of the 
ISFET is functionalized with a sensing layer which can selectively bind to 
the ions of interest [21]–[23]. For example, in order to detect F+ and Na+ 
simultaneously, an array of ISFETs are coated with gold on the gate oxide, 
on which a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of F+-sensitive transition metal 
complex and Na+-sensitive crown ether are immobilized as shown in Figure 
1.5 [24]. Another approach to enable ion-selective detection could be to coat 
the gate surface of the ISFET with a polymer membrane doped with iono-
phores which have high binding affinity towards the target ions [25]. The 
ionophores can stabilize the concentration of the target ions in the membrane 
phase, similar to the function of the oxide surface of an ISFET pH sensor 
with large H+ buffer capacity, leading to an ideal Nernstian sensitivity [10], 
[26]–[29]. 
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Figure 1.5. Schematics showing the molecular structures for the F− ligand 
(Left) and the Na+ ligand (Right) immobilized on the gold surface. Reprinted 
with permission from [24]. 

Extensive efforts have been devoted to optimizing the sensing surface and 
improving the sensitivity [30], with close to the Nernstian limit [31], 60 
mV/dec (analyte concentration change) at room temperature widely reported 
in the literature [32]–[36]. In addition, higher charge sensitivity can be 
achieved by downscaling the planar ISFET to nano-ISFET, e.g. SiNW-
ISFET [15], [30]. SiNWFETs with nanoscale channel have demonstrated 
excellent sensitivity for detecting large biomolecules due to its large surface-
to-volume ratio and small capacitance and is a very promising platform for 
detecting low concentration, or even a single molecule event. However, the 
minimum signal which the ISFET can resolve depends on the fluctuations, 
i.e., noise, of the ISFET itself. Sensors with lower noise can resolve smaller 
signal, thus enable detection of smaller changes in analyte concentration. 
Therefore the burden on sample preparation process, e.g., sample enrich-
ment, could be greatly reduced. Meanwhile, for detection of large biomole-
cules, the signal of the ISFET relies on the overlapping between the EDL 
and the biomolecules and can be very weak [37] due to the small thickness 
of the EDL, i.e., less than 1 nm in typical physiological solutions, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.4(c). 

1.3. Signal-to-noise ratio for ISFET-based sensors 
For an ISFET sensor operating in electrolyte, the noise has mainly three 
components, i.e., the bulk electrolyte noise, the solid-liquid interface noise, 
and the intrinsic noise of the ISFET. Previous studies have shown that the 
noise originating from the bulk electrolyte is negligible in comparison with 
that generated from the solid-liquid interface. Although direct assessment of 
the solid-liquid interface shows that its noise could be comparable or even 
higher than the noise of the state-of-the-art MOSFETs [38], the intrinsic 
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noise of the ISFETs in most reported work remains dominant when the 
ISFETs are operating in electrolyte.  

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an ISFET-based sensor can be defined 
through 

 

SNR
∆ s

vgdH
L

,  (1.3) 

 
where Svg is the power spectrum density (PSD) of the input-referred gate 
voltage noise of the ISFET. Integration of Svg in the bandwidth (from a low 
frequency, fL, to a high frequency, fH) of the measurement gives the voltage 
fluctuation of the ISFET itself. ∆φs in Eq. 1.3 denotes the original signal of 
the ISFET, generated by changes in ion concentration with an upper limit of 
59.2 mV/decade (change in concentration). ∆φs can also originate from the 
perturbation of the EDL by biomolecules in case of ISFET-based biosensors. 
It is evident from Eq. 1.3 that understanding and reducing Svg of the ISFET-
based sensors are of great importance. 

1.4. Fundamentals of low frequency noise in MOSFETs 
For ISFET-based sensors, low frequency noise (LFN) is most detrimental to 
the overall SNR as it can interfere with biomedical signals which span in the 
same frequency domain. LFN in MOSFETs has been an important research 
topic since the early days of semiconductor electronics. LFN minimization is 
a key issue in analogue applications as it determines the sensitivity or detec-
tion limit of the system. It has been well-established that the LFN in 
MOSFETs is dominated by flicker or 1/f noise [41], [42] which is character-
ized by a PSD (SI for current noise or SV for voltage noise) varying approxi-
mately according to 1/fγ, with the frequency exponent γ between 0.8 and 1.2 
typically.  
 

 
Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of a MOSFET showing the carrier 
trapping/detrapping process at the oxide/silicon interface. 

There are mainly two theories to explain the physical origin of 1/f noise in 
MOSFETs. The number fluctuation model (∆n) ascribes the 1/f noise to fluc-
tuations in the number of carriers due to random trapping and detrapping of 
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carriers to the traps in the vicinity of the interface between the gate oxide 
and the channel as illustrated in Figure 1.6, while the mobility fluctuation 
model (∆µ) associates the 1/f noise to carrier mobility fluctuations due to 
Coulomb scattering near the interface. Although both ∆n and ∆µ theories 
predict a 1/f spectrum, Svg of a MOSFET is independent of gate bias (VG) 
according to the ∆n theory while Svg increases in strong inversion according 
to the ∆µ theory. A unified model [43], [44] combining both ∆n and ∆µ the-
ories have been developed, in which the Svg of a MOSFET can be expressed 
as:  

 

vg vfb 1 sc eff ox
DS ,                                   (1.4) 

 
where αsc is the Coulumb scattering coefficient, µeff the effective mobility, 
Cox the gate capacitance, and gm the transconductance. Svfb is Svg at flat-band 
condition, given by:  
 

vfb
ox t

.                                         (1.5) 

 
In Eq. (1.5), Nt is the volume trap density (cm-3) in the gate oxide per eV, W 
and L are the device width and length, respectively, αt is the tunneling coef-
ficient of electrons in the gate oxide.  

From Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), it is evident that Svg, which sets the minimum 
resolvable potential of an ISFET sensor, is strongly dependent on the trap 
density in the gate oxide particularly in the vicinity of the gate oxide/channel 
interface and is inversely proportional to the gate area of the device. 
Downscaling device dimensions aiming to increase the surface-to-volume 
ratio for achieving higher charge sensitivity will inevitably lead to a dramatic 
increase of intrinsic noise [41]. The noise issue is indeed becoming increas-
ingly prominent as the detections have been pushed into extremely low con-
centration ranges, even targeting for single charge events [18].  

Besides continuous improvement in the quality of gate oxide, efforts have 
been pursued to reduce LFN by, for example, using a depletion-mode 
MOSFET (DeMOSFET) [41], [45] where the conduction channel is pushed 
away from both top and bottom interfaces thereby distancing the conduction 
channel from both “noisy” interfaces. Minimum noise can be achieved on 
the DeMOSFET with a buried bulk conduction channel and/or with strong 
inversion at both interfaces in order to shield from the interfacial noise [41], 
[46]. However, it can be challenging to achieve such bias conditions without 
compromising transducing efficiency in practical sensor applications. 
Meanwhile, junction field-effect transistors (JFETs), employing a PN junc-
tion for channel current modulation, have been widely used in low noise 
amplifiers as the interface carrier trapping and detrapping have been elimi-
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nated [47]. Due to the small dimensions of SiNW channel, implementing the 
JFET concept on SiNWFETs is challenging as it is difficult to achieve a 
precise control of a shallow PN gate junction on the channel. 

1.5. Thesis organization  
The main focus of this thesis is noise evaluation and reduction for SiNW-
based ISFET sensors (SiNWFETs). The ultimate goal would be to develop 
low noise SiNWFETs capable of detecting electrical signals associated with 
discrete biomolecular binding events. The thesis is organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 describes the fabrication and characterization details of SiN-
WFETs. Chapter 3 introduces the work on sensing interface design towards 
multiplexed detection of molecular and elemental ions. Chapter 4 focuses on 
the development of low noise Schottky junction gated SiNWFETs. Chapter 5 
proposes a possible mitigation solution for environmental noise by using 
lateral bipolar junction transistor (LBJT) as a local signal amplifier.  

A brief summary of the papers included in this thesis is presented as fol-
lows. Firstly, a robust process employing photo- and electron-beam mixed-
lithography was developed to reliably produce sub-10 nm SiNW structures 
for SiNWFET fabrication, which is summarized in paper I. Paper II pre-
sents a proof-of-concept sensing demonstration by using SiNWFET based 
sensors. It is applied for multiplexed ion detection using the ionophore-
doped mixed-matrix membrane as the sensing layer. Paper Ⅲ addresses the 
fundamental noise issue of the SiNWFET sensor devices by designing a 
Schottky junction gated SiNWFETs (SJGFET), where the noisy gate ox-
ide/silicon interface of the conventional SiNWFET is replaced by a Schottky 
junction gate (SJG) on the top surface of the SiNW channel. The resultant 
top-gate SJGFET exhibits close-to-ideal gate coupling efficiency and signif-
icantly reduced device noise compared to reference MOS-type SiNWFETs. 
This top-gate SJGFET also shows very strong noise dependence on substrate 
bias (Vsub). To enhance the SJG control over the SiNW channel, further 
SJGFET optimization is then performed by using a 3D SJG wrapping both 
top surface and sidewalls of the SiNW channel in paper Ⅳ. Such tri-gate 
SJGFETs with optimized geometry exhibit significantly enhanced electro-
static control over the channel, and can confine the IDS in the SiNW bulk and 
maintain excellent noise performance in a large Vsub window. Thus, combin-
ing our low noise tri-gate SJGFET device with a close to Nernstian limit 
sensing surface can be a promising solution for future robust low noise na-
noscale sensors. In addition, paper Ⅴ presents a systematic investigation of 
top-bottom gate coupling effect on the low frequency noise (LFN) in 
SJGFETs. Furthermore, paper Ⅵ proposes and demonstrates a LBJT fabri-
cated on an SOI substrate to serve as an internal current amplifier for imme-
diate sensor current amplification. This internal signal amplification is ex-
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pected to significantly suppress the environmental interference and improve 
overall SNR especially for low sensor current situations.  
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2. SiNWFET Fabrication and Characterization 

SiNWFETs in this work are fabricated on SOI wafers using standard silicon 
process technology. The most important and challenging part is the for-
mation of SiNWs, which will be introduced in detail in section 2.1 and 2.2. 
In order to reduce processing time, a mixed lithography, combining photo-
lithography for large structures and electron beam lithography for SiNWs, is 
developed in section 2.3. Finally, a description of the entire process flow for 
the SiNWFETs can be found in section 2.4. 

2.1. Nanofabrication for SiNWs 
There are two main categories of process schemes for fabrication of SiNWs: 
bottom-up and top-down [48]. The bottom-up approach is based on self-
assembly growth mechanism. As-fabricated SiNWs are randomly distributed 
with their diameters determined by the sizes of the catalytic nanoparticles. 
Even though the cost of fabrication by bottom-up method is low, later SiN-
WFET process integration has proven to be challenging particularly in a 
large scale due to difficulty in the precise manipulation of the SiNWs. In this 
thesis, a top-down approach is applied to produce SiNWs, i.e., the SiWNs 
are first defined using lithography and transferred to silicon substrate by 
reactive ion etching (RIE) afterwards.  

As mentioned in the introduction, SiNWs with nanoscale dimensions are 
desired for sensor applications requiring high charge sensitivity. To achieve 
such small SiNWs with width down to several nanometers using top-down 
approach, there are two key factors need to be considered. First, the lithogra-
phy tool should have a spot size small enough to be able to define nanostruc-
tures. Photo-lithography is commonly utilized while its resolution is mainly 
limited by the wavelength of the light source. With years of development, 
nowadays sub-100 nm structures can be mass produced by state-of-the-art 
photo-lithography [49]. However, considering production cost and flexibil-
ity, electron beam (e-beam) lithography (EBL) is a better candidate when it 
comes to extremely small structures, i.e., sub-10 nm. The spot size of e-beam 
can be just a few nanometers. Meanwhile, throughput of modern EBL tools 
has been greatly improved [50]. Second, negative resist with high resolution 
is also required for SiNW pattern definition. Hydrogen silsesquioxane, HSQ, 
is a commonly used negative e-beam resist with a fine resolution of ~10 nm 
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[50]–[53]. In addition, unlike most polymeric resists, HSQ belongs to a class 
of inorganic compounds and turns to silicon dioxide after being exposed by 
e-beam [54]–[59]. Such unique property makes HSQ very flexible in integra-
tion with polymeric resist-based lithography processes to improve through-
put, which will be elaborated in detail in later section [60]. 

Combining EBL and HSQ, a robust lithography process for defining 10 
nm resist lines is developed. Top and cross-sectional SEM images of a 10 
nm resist line are shown in Figure 2.1. During process optimization for the 
10 nm resist line, effect of HSQ aging on line edge roughness (LER) is sys-
tematically investigated. It is found that fine 10 nm resist lines with an un-
changed LER can be fabricated even with the use of 10 months expired HSQ 
by applying a reduced dose due to the aging effect of HSQ. And this aging 
process can be well described by the Avrami model [61]–[63] with the as-
sumption of molecule clustering and cluster aggregating, which is published 
in paper Ⅰ. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. (a) top and (b) cross-sectional view SEM images of a 10-nm 
wide HSQ resist line after development. Adapted with permission from [64]. 
Copyright (2016) Elsevier. 

2.2. Solutions for common EBL issues 
This section provides solutions for some common issues during EBL expo-
sures. 

Ideally, the pattern area should receive uniform and adequate electron ex-
posure to achieve an accurate delineation and size as designed. However, 
backscattered electrons can also introduce exposure to the area outside the 
pattern area. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, resist at point B can be exposed by 
the backscattered electrons coming from the point A of beam incidence. This 
phenomenon is called proximity effect [65].  
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Figure 2.2. (a) 3D sketch of a substrate coated with resist, (b) cross-
sectional view of the pattern area. 
 
The proximity effect can cause dose variations between pattern elements or 
even inside a pattern element, for example, different geometries (e.g. square 
or round) of the pattern elements and the distributions (spacing and sizes) of 
the adjacent pattern elements. In general, a smaller pattern requires higher 
dose than a larger one, and an isolated pattern requires higher dose than the 
one in a densely packed area. Apart from the pattern itself, the proximity 
effect is also dependent on beam acceleration voltage, resist type, concentra-
tion and thickness, substrate material, and development process. 

Because of the proximity effect, pattern definition is subjected to different 
degrees of deterioration. Therefore, in order to achieve accurate pattern de-
lineation, it is necessary to apply some exposure adjustments to compensate 
for the proximity effect. 

2.2.1. Dose optimization 

As mentioned earlier, the proximity effect can cause a non-uniform distribu-
tion of actually received exposure dose in the pattern area, which can be 
observed clearly as cases of under/over dose as shown in Figure 2.3. When 
the dose is inadequate, the edges, especially the corners, of the pattern can-
not be fully exposed. With too high dose, the resist outside the pattern area 
will instead also be exposed. Therefore, it is always recommended to first 
apply a dose matrix to the desired pattern on a dummy sample to identify an 
optimal dose range for achieving the best exposure result. 
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of under-dose, optimal-dose, and over-dose expo-
sures. 
 

2.2.2. Pattern optimization 
In most cases, an optimal dose can be found after a dose test to achieve a 
satisfactory result. However, for some patterns, the proximity effect cannot 
be completely avoided even with the optimal dose because the exposure 
received in the center of a pattern is much higher than that on the edges. 
Therefore, pattern zoning is needed in such case. 
 

 
Figure 2.4. Exposure results without (Left) and with (Right) pattern zoning. 
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In the example provided in Figure 2.4 (Left), additional exposed resist is 
found around the edges of the pattern due to proximity effect when a single 
dose is applied to the whole pattern area. As shown in Figure 2.4 (Right), by 
pattern zoning, the original pattern is divided to two zones, one is the outer 
ring section (green) indicated by A, and another is the inner section (violet) 
marked by B. Then a higher dose is assigned to the outer ring A compared to 
the inner section B, which results in better exposure result as shown by the 
SEM image (Right). 

2.2.3. Lithography step optimization 
Apart from pattern zoning, using multiple lithography steps to expose differ-
ent patterns contiguously and independently can also be an effective solution 
to reduce the proximity effect. However, this method can only be used when 
HSQ is involved because of its unique transition property so patterns defined 
by HSQ are not affected during the lithography process with other resists, as 
discussed in section 2.1.  

Figure 2.5 shows an example of exposed nanowire with two adjacent large 
pads with the same resist. With one EBL step, the two ends of the nanowire 
are widened because they can also receive dose during the exposure of the two 
pads. With two EBL steps, the nanowire is exposed and developed first, then 
the pads. During the second exposure for the pads, the HSQ resist at the two 
ends of the nanowire can still receive backscattered electron from the pad area. 
However, this additional expose will not impact the resist pattern at the two 
ends of the nanowire since the HSQ nanowire is already developed. Therefore 
this second exposure will not widen the nanowire. As a result, uniform nan-
owire can be obtained as shown by the SEM images in Figure 2.5. 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Exposure comparison between one-step and two-step lithogra-
phy. 
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2.3. Mixed lithography 
After definition of SiNW patterns, source and drain terminals (S/D) with 
diameters up to hundreds of micrometers are also defined by lithography. 
SiNW exposure requires low beam current and high exposure dose and it is 
extremely time-consuming to apply the same SiNW EBL process for S/D 
exposure. It is possible to save exposure time by applying higher beam cur-
rent and lower dose, however no significant improvement can be made since 
the base dose required for HSQ is still high. In contrast, photo-lithography 
with significantly higher throughput would be a favorable choice for pattern-
ing such large structures. As explained in section 2.1, HSQ turns to SiO2 
after e-beam exposure and the resultant resist lines are stable when they are 
subjected to photo-lithography process. In order to increase overall process 
throughput, mixed lithography process was developed combining HSQ EBL 
and photo-lithography for SiNW and S/D patterning, respectively. After-
wards, pattern transfer to silicon substrate is achieved by silicon RIE. A 
SiNWFET with multiple channels patterned using the mixed lithography is 
shown in Figure 2.6.  
 

 
Figure 2.6. (a) pattern design and (b) resist pattern after mixed lithography 
exposure of a SiNWFET with multiple SiNWs and S/D. 

2.4. Fabrication of SiNWFETs 
Schematic representation of the fabrication process flow for SiNWFETs can 
be found in Figure 2.7. In detail, the SiNWFETs were fabricated on 100-mm 
SOI wafers using standard silicon process technology. The SOI wafers con-
sist of a 200-nm thick lightly p-type doped silicon layer on top of a 375-nm 
thick buried oxide (BOX). The top silicon layer was thinned down from 200 
to 120 nm via thermal oxidation. Arsenic (As) implantation was then per-
formed to form the n+-doped S/D with the channel region being protected by 
photoresist during the implantation. The SiNWFET structures with SiNWs 
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and S/D were defined by mixed lithography and RIE. The width of the 
SiNWs after RIE varied from 90 to 150 nm while the length was fixed at 2 
µm. A SEM image showing SiNW and S/D after pattern transfer is shown in 
Figure 2.8(a). A 15 nm thick Pt layer was evaporated and patterned on the 
n+-S/D regions via lift-off. Platinum silicide (PtSi) was subsequently formed 
by rapid thermal processing (RTP) at 500 °C for 30 s in N2. Gate oxide of 5-
nm HfO2 was subsequently grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 350 
°C. Gate and S/D contact pads of 10 nm Ti and 100 nm Pt were evaporated 
and patterned via lift-off, followed by forming gas annealing (FGA) at 
400 °C for 30 min. A completed SiNWFET with a metal top gate is shown in 
Figure 2.8(b).  
 

 
Figure 2.7. Schematic representation for the SiNWFET process flow. 
 

 
Figure 2.8. (a) SEM image of a SiNW and S/D after patter transfer, and (b) 
a completed SiNWFET with a metal top gate. 

2.5. Electrical characterization 
Four point measurements were applied to identify the resultant doping con-
centration after dopant implantation and activation. After the establishment 
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of the SiNWFETs, direct current (DC) and LFN characterizations were con-
ducted for performance evaluation.  

2.5.1. DC characterization 
Transfer (IDS vs. VG (gate voltage)) characteristics of the SiNWFETs were 
measured at room temperature on a probe-station using a Keysight B1500A 
precision semiconductor parameter analyzer. Typical IDS vs. VG curves of the 
SiNWFETs are shown in Figure 2.9. These SiNWFETs have SiNW channel 
width ranging from 90 to 150 nm and the same channel height of 120 nm 
with 5 nm ALD HfO2 as the gate oxide. The SiNWFETs exhibit Ion/Ioff ratios 
over 106 and subthreshold slope (SS) between 110 and 160 mV/dec. 

Device simulations were implemented to assist data interpretation by us-
ing commercially available simulation tools (Sentaurus Device from Synop-
sys) for all the devices studied in this thesis. Geometries and doping profiles 
of the devices were defined using Sentaurus Structure Editor.  

 
Figure 2.9. Transfer characteristics for multiple SiNWFETs. 

2.5.2 LFN characterization 
LFN of SiNWFETs is characterized using a commercial Keysight E4727A 
advanced low-frequency noise analyzer with a Keysight B1500 parameter 
analyzer supplying DC biases to the SiNWFET terminals. During the meas-
urement, VG bias was determined by the E4727A based on the transfer char-
acteristic of the SiNWFET and IDS set value.  

To achieve a reliable LFN measurement, the first step is to ensure that the 
external interference (environmental noise) is low and its contribution to the 
measured device noise is negligible. When the device is measured on a probe 
station, extra noise generated by high power sources inside the laboratory, 
such as heaters and ovens, may be coupled to the noise measurement. An 
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example of severe external interference is shown in Figure 2.10, in which Sid 
of a reference FET measured on a probe station differs significantly to Sid 
measured on the same device but in a well-shield test fixture. Such differ-
ence is ascribed to the environmental noise which should be minimized 
through a debugging procedure before any measurement on sharp devices. 
Such calibration procedure is always performed throughout the noise studies 
in this thesis to ensure measurement integrity. 

 
Figure 2.10. Sid of a reference FET under different IDS measured in a well-
shielded test fixture (black) and on probe station (red). The difference be-
tween the two measurements is due to external interference when the FET is 
measured on a probe station and should be minimized. 
 
It is essential to understand how the instruments perform the measurement 
and process the noise data to avoid wrong interpretation due to any error or 
artifact in the noise data. Figure 2.11(a) shows a simplified block diagram 
for 4-terminal LFN measurement on a FET. The voltage fluctuations Svd at 
the drain terminal of the FET can be calculated by 
 

vd /Hz _ /√Hz / VAMP ,  (2.1) 
 
where NV_meas is the voltage fluctuations after amplification and GVAMP is the 
gain of the voltage amplifier (VAMP). According to the equivalent circuit 
model shown in Figure 2.11(b), Svd is contributed from three independent 
noise sources, i.e., Sid of the FET and thermal noise from the load resistance 
(Rload) and the 1 MΩ input resistance (Rin) of the VAMP. Sid of the FET can 
be calculated by deducting the thermal noise contributed by Rload and Rin 
from Svd, 
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where rds is the output resistance of the FET. From Eq. 2.2, the minimum Sid 
which the instrument can measure is determined by the thermal noise of the 
1 MΩ Rin if Rload is significantly larger than 1 MΩ. Such noise floor estimat-
ed from the circuit model agrees well with the measured Sid floor of ~10-26 
A2/Hz shown in Figure 2.10(black curve, IDS=10 nA). Finally, the input-
referred SVG of the FET is automatically calculated by the instrument via 
 

vg /Hz id /Hz / .         (2.3) 
 

Here gm is the transconductance of the FET at the IDS set point. Sometimes 
the actual IDS which the instrument can achieve during Sid measurement can 
differ significantly from its set point, especially when the FET is biased in 
the subthreshold region, which results in large error in gm and SVG. In such 
case the gm should be calibrated based on the actual measured IDS (not its set 
value) and SVG should be recalculated using the calibrated gm. 

LFN measurement at high frequencies may be limited by frequency roll-
off of the system. As shown in Figure 2.10, a change in slope of the frequen-
cy response can be seen at f~500 Hz for Sid measured with IDS=10 nA (black 
curve). It is important to understand if such change is intrinsic FET charac-
teristics, or artifact due to high frequency limitation of the instrument. The 
roll-off frequency (froll-off) of the system can be determined through 
 

min	 , ,  (2.4) 

where  
/ in / source

   

/ out / load / 	

.   

 
Cin=100 pF+Ccable and Cout=160 pF+Ccable are input and output parasitic ca-
pacitances, respectively. rin and rout are equivalent input and output resistanc-
es. It is essential to keep the measurement cable as short as possible since 
froll-off is inversely proportional to Ccable. Using Eq 2.4 and all the parameters 
configured by the instrument, froll-off calculated for Sid measurement at IDS=10 
nA is 578 Hz, which confirms that the slope change is due to the frequency 
roll-off of the system. In general, froll-off should be calculated based on the 
actual length of the measurement cables for each Sid measurement. 
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Figure 2.11. (a) Simplified diagram for 4-terminal LFN measurement on 
FET. The gate, drain, source, and substrate terminals are annotated with G, 
D, S, and Sub in the diagram, respectively. (b) Equivalent circuit model for 
calculating Sid and Svg of the FET from measured noise. 
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3. Proof-of-Concept Ion Selective Sensor 

With the established fabrication process for SiNWFETs, effort was then put 
on proof-of-concept selective ion detections. Multiplexed analyses of liquid 
samples, e.g., water, sweat, blood, saliva, and urine, which consist of a com-
plex matrix of small molecules, molecular ions, and elemental ions, have 
drawn great attentions in recent years [6], [9], [66]–[68]. Such analyses can 
reveal rich information of individual’s physiological state or identify bi-
omarkers which are essential for early disease diagnosis [69]–[76]. Ion-
binding receptors, i.e., ionophores, have been widely used on potentiometric 
sensors for selective ion detections [27], [77]. Commercially available iono-
phores are mainly for elemental and other small ions while limited options 
are available for large biologically relevant molecular ions [27]. Conven-
tionally, these molecular ions are usually measured quantitatively by, for 
example, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [78] and gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [79] which require highly-
skilled operators, expensive and bulky apparatuses, and also are time con-
suming [80]. Recently, a new class of synthetic receptors, i.e., metal-organic 
supercontainers (MOSCs), have been demonstrated to be an efficient iono-
phore for large molecular ions [81]–[84]. Conventional ion-selective elec-
trodes (ISEs) with MOSC molecules incorporated into poly(vinylchloride) 
(PVC) mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs) exhibited a near-Nernstian re-
sponse towards methylene blue (MB+) that has a positive charge and a mo-
lecular size closely matching the MOSC’s cavity size [85]. The tunability of 
the nanocavity structure in the MOSCs is anticipated to offer exciting new 
opportunities in the potentiometric sensing of a wide range of molecular ion 
targets. 

In this thesis, ionophore-incorporated MMMs are chosen as the ion-
selective layer on the gate insulator of SiNWFETs. MMMs have been shown 
to establish a more stable interface potential with the electrolyte [27], [77] 
than covalently functionalized ion receptors [21], [86], [87]. The success in 
potentiometric molecular ion sensing using a MOSC-incorporated MMM 
offers the opportunity to integrate both molecular and elemental ion sensors 
on a single chip. Besides the MB+ specific sensor, a Na+-specific sensor is 
fabricated using the same type of polymer matrix and commercially availa-
ble Na+-ionophore. Finally, multiplex detection of MB+ and Na+ ions in one 
electrolyte using SiNWFET sensor array is demonstrated. 
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3.1. Preparation of ion-selective mixed-matrix 
membrane 
MMM solutions were prepared by dispersing ionic site and ion receptors into 
a solution of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and PVC. MOSC (1-Co) and Na+-
ionophore are used as ion- selective receptors for MB+ and Na+, respectively. 
Once the solution was mixed and there were no visible particles, the MMMs 
were drop cast on the chip device area by pipettes. As shown in Fig 3.1(a), 
the diameter of the MMM on the chip is ~2mm and multiple MMMs target-
ing different ions can be fabricated on the same chip, enabling analysis of 
multiple ions in one single solution. A zoom-in view of the 
MMM/electrolyte interface is schematically shown in Figure 3.1(b). The 
ionophore in the MMM can selectively interact with the target ions in the 
electrolyte. As a result, a potential shift is generated across the interface 
when the activity of the target ions is changed, which can be read out as a 
shift of VTH of the SiNWFET sensor. More details regarding fabrication of 
ion-selective SiNWFET sensor and multiplexed analysis can be found in 
paper II. 
 

 
Figure 3.1. (a) A SiNWFET chip coated with Na+-MMM, (b) schematic rep-
resentation of MMM/electrolyte interface. 

3.2. Molecular ion detection 
To demonstrate the critical function of metal-organic supercontainer 
(MOSC) in selective detection of molecular ions, two mixed-matrix mem-
branes (MMMs), i.e., methylene blue (MB+)-MMM1 with MOSC and MB+-
MMM2 without MOSC, were fabricated and their responses to MB+ activi-
ties are plotted in Figure 3.2(a). Each data point in the response curves repre-
sents an average of three independent measurements. SiNWFET coated with 
MB+-MMM1 containing MOSC exhibits a near-Nernstian towards MB+ 
activity (αMB+) and good reproducibility. A deviation from the ideal Nern-
stian response is found at high αMB+ , which can be explained by the co-
extraction of MB+ and Cl- from the sample into MMM, leading to the so-
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called Donnan failure [88], [89]. SiNWFET coated with MB+-MMM2 is 
sensitive to MB+, with, however, large variations between each measurement. 
The increase of lower detection limit and poor reproducibility of the MB+-
MMM2 is likely due to the continues partitioning of MB+ into the hydropho-
bic MMM during measurement as there is no MOSC to stabilize the MB+ 
concentration in the MMM. The results here clearly demonstrate the critical 
role of the MOSC for achieving a Nernstian response with good stability. 
Finally, as shown in Figure 3.2(b), SiNWFET coated with MB+-MMM1 
shows good selectivity over Na+, K+, and H+ which are common interfering 
ions present in practical samples such as sweat and serum. 
 

 
Figure 3.2. (a) ΔVTH as a function of MB+ activity for SiNWFETs functionalized with 

MB+-MMM1 and MB+-MMM2, and (b) response the MB+-MMM1 functionalized 
SiNWFET to Na+, K+, and H+. Adapted with permission from [33]. Copyright 
(2018) Elsevier. 

3.3. Elemental ion detection 
The Na+-specific SiNWFET sensor exhibits a near-Nernstian response with a 
slope of 57.9 mV/dec in a wide Na+ activity (αNa ) range from 100 µM to 
100 mM, with a lower detection limit of ~60 µM, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
However, the Na+-specific sensor is susceptible to MB+ interference as evi-
dent by its response to MB+, which can be ascribed to the hydrophobic inter-
actions between the polymer matrix and MB+, similar case as the MB+-
MMM2. In order to achieve reliable detection of elemental ions in multi-
plexed analysis, it is important to control the activity of hydrophobic molec-
ular ions below the threshold to avoid their rapid incorporation into MMM. 
Meanwhile, doping the MMM by polyethylene glycol (PEG) is also a prom-
ising approach to lower the hydrophobicity of the MMM so the Na+-specific 
sensor becomes more stable in the presence of molecular ions. 
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Figure 3.3. ∆VTH as a function of Na+ and MB+ activities for the SiNWFET 
functionalized with Na+-MMM. Adapted with permission from [33]. Copy-
right (2018) Elsevier. 

3.4. Multiplexed ion detection 
Finally, the MB+-specific and Na+-specific SiNWFET sensors were integrat-
ed on the same chip. Figure 3.4(a) is a photo showing an array of SiN-
WFETs with MB+-MMM and Na+-MMM formed by drop-casting. Multi-
plexed analysis of molecular and elemental ions is demonstrated with MB+ 
and Na+ concentration series prepared in both deionized water (DI) and river 
water. To avoid false response on the Na+-specific sensor, the MB+ activity 
in the solution is kept below the threshold, i.e., 10 µM, during the demon-
stration. As displayed in Figure 3.4(b), the experiment was first conducted 
with DI water (solid line), then with river water (dashed line). The sensors 
are operated simultaneously and are able to respond selectively to the targets 
in a complex sample. It is worth noting that cross interference is still the 
main issue limiting the operation range of multiplexed analysis. Further en-
gineering of MMM to enable effective shielding of hydrophobic ions will be 
essential for practical applications of such a platform. 
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Figure 3.4. (a) Photo picture of a SiNWFET chip coated with MB+-MMM 
(left) and Na+-MMM (right), and (b) multiplexed measurement of MB+ 
(black) and Na+ (red) in one solution with the concentration series prepared 
with DI water (solid lines) and river water (dashed lines). Adapted with 
permission from [33]. Copyright (2018) Elsevier.  
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4. Schottky Junction Gated SiNWFET 
(SJGFET) for Noise Mitigation 

In a SiNWFET sensor, the gate surface is functionalized with receptors that 
selectively bind to targets of interest, leading to a change in surface potential 
∆φs and consequently a shift of VTH of the SiNWFET. ∆VTH represents the 
original sensing signal and is primarily determined by the surface properties 
of the sensing layer on gate terminal and the kinetics of interactions between 
the receptors and the targets. Extensive studies have been performed to op-
timize the sensing layer and high sensing signal close to the Nernstian limit 
[31], i.e., 60 mV/dec (analyte concentration change) at room temperature, 
have been reported in literature [32]–[35]. 

When the SiNWFET sensor is operating in electrolytic environment, the 
sensor noise can still be dominantly contributed from the intrinsic device 
noise which ultimately sets the lower detection limit of the sensor. There 
have been constant efforts to further improve the sensitivity of the SiN-
WFET sensor towards detection of discrete charge events, even down to 
single molecular level. One of the most popular approaches is downsizing 
the SiNW channel which unfortunately lead to dramatic increase in device 
noise as the noise is known to be inversely proportional the device area. Af-
ter successful demonstration of selective ion detection with close to the 
Nernstrian response using our SiNWFET sensors, we move forward to ad-
dress the noise issue of the MOS-type SiNWFET sensor.  

4.1. Schottky junction top-gate SiNWFET (Top-
SJGFET) 
To emulate the low noise JFETs, Schottky junction gated SiNWFET 
(SJGFET) is developed, using a silicide/silicon Schottky junction to replace 
the noisy oxide/silicon interface. The design of the SJGFET is similar to the 
JFET where the channel is pinched off by depletion layers originating from 
the gate Schottky junctions, as descripted in Figure 4.1. The Schottky junc-
tion is advantageous due to its atomically abruptness, which enables the ul-
tra-shallow gate junction formation on the nano-dimension SiNW channel. 
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Figure 4.1. Cross-sectional sketches and band diagrams showing the work-
ing principle of a SJGFET.  
 
A simulated transfer curve of an SJGFET with n-doped channel and n+-
doped S/D can be found in Figure 4.2(a). When a positive VG is applied, the 
channel is partially depleted and the SJGFET is at on-state, as indicated by 
①	 in Figure 4.1(a) with the corresponding channel electron density contour 
shown in Figure 4.2(b). As VG reduces, the depletion layer expands and 
pinches off the channel at VTH as shown by ③. When further reducing VG, 
the SJGFET operates in subthreshold region where its IDS decreases expo-
nentially with VG. 
	

 
Figure 4.2. (a) Simulated transfer curve of a SJGFET and (b) the electron 
density in the SiNW channel corresponding to the different VG as indicated 
by the numbers in (a). At VTH, the source end of the SiNWFET is fully deplet-
ed, as indicated by ③. Reprinted with permission from [90]. Copyright 
(2019) American Chemical Society. 

Assuming a flat-band condition at the bottom BOX/silicon interface, VTH of 
an SJGFET can be calculated as [47]: 
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TH B
C F D Si
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Si
,                          (4.1) 

where ΦB is the Schottky junction barrier height, EC the bottom edge of con-
duction band and EF the Femi level, tSi the SiNW channel thickness, and εSi 
the dielectric constant of silicon. The leakage current of the SJG, IGS, can be 
described by the thermionic emission theory [47]: 
 

GS/ ∗ exp	
∅B exp G 1 ,                 (4.2) 

 
where A is the junction area and A* the effective Richardson constant. It is 
essential that the SJGFET operates without excessive forward biasing the 
junction gate to avoid large IGS. Therefore, a high ΦB of the junction is fa-
vorable according to Eq 4.2. PtSi is chosen as the gate metal because of its 
high ΦB, 0.85 eV, to n-Si and good compatibility with the standard CMOS 
process flow [91], [92]. In present work, a design range of VTH from -1 to 0.2 
V is implemented for practical considerations of operation in electrolyte, 
which means ND in the SiNW channel should be controlled between 
1.0×1017 and 3.2×1017 cm-3 for tsi = 80 nm, for instance. 

In a first attempt, SJGFETs were designed and fabricated with the Schott-
ky junction gate (SJG) present only on the top of the SiNW channel. A 
cross-sectional sketch of a top-gate SJGFET (Top-SJGFET) including anno-
tations of critical design parameters is shown in Figure 4.3. For comparison, 
control groups of inversion-mode and depletion-mode MOS-type SiN-
WFETs, i.e., InMOSFET and DeMOSFET, were also designed, as depicted 
in Figure 4.3. 
 

 
Figure 4.3. Cross-sectional sketches for Top-SJGFET, DeMOSFET and 
InMOSFET. Adapted with permission from [90]. Copyright (2019) American 
Chemical Society. 

4.1.1. Fabrication of Top-SJGFETs 
The Top-SJGFETs and MOSFETs are fabricated by means of standard sili-
con process technology. The Top-SJGFETs have a SiNW channel ND of 
1.2×1017 cm-3 according to sheet resistance measurements. A PtSi layer was 
formed on top of the SiNW channel as well as on the n+-S/D pad regions. 
Optimizations on Pt thickness and silicidation process are critical since poor 
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coverage of gate silicide due to the aggregation of PtSi [93] may occur and 
cause substantial gate leakage current. The channel is p-type for the In-
MOSFETs with the doping level (NA) defined by the starting top silicon 
layer of the SOI wafer. For the DeMOSFETs, the channel was n-type with 
the same ND as for the Top-SJGFET. The device patterning is performed 
using the mixed-lithography as discussed in Section 2.3, to improve overall 
throughput. More detailed information regarding the fabrication processes as 
well as characterizations of the SiNW and PtSi/silicon gate junction can be 
found in paper III. The top-view SEM image of a completed Top-SJGFET 
is shown in Figure 4.4 (a), and a completed MOSFET in Figure 4.4(b), with 
gate contact arm formed.  
 

 
Figure 4.4. Top-view SEM micrographs of (a) a completed Top-SJGFET and 
(b) MOSFET. Reprinted with permission from [90]. Copyright (2019) Amer-
ican Chemical Society. 

4.1.2. DC characterization of Top-SJGFETs 
The Top-SJGFET exhibits significantly enhanced gate coupling, as repre-
sented by a near-ideal subthreshold slope, SS, of 60.5 mV/dec as seen in 
Figure 4.5, in comparison to 157.1 mV/dec and 228.0 mV/dec for the In-
MOSFET and the DeMOSFET, respectively. SS of a MOSFET determines 
∆VG needed to change IDS by one decade in the subthreshold region and can 
be calculated through [47]: 
 

2.3 1 it

ox
,                                    (4.3) 

 
with Cox and CD the gate oxide capacitance and the silicon depletion-layer 
capacitance, respectively. Cit is the capacitance associated with the gate ox-
ide/silicon interface traps. Without the presence of gate oxide, Cox in Eq. 4.3 
can be seen as infinitely large therefore VG is fully coupled to the SiNW 
channel as the potential drop over the thick BOX is negligible in an 
SJGFET. Meanwhile, gate leakage, IGS, of the Top-SJGFET is 4 orders of 
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magnitudes lower than IDS in a large VG range, which can be further im-
proved by fine tuning tsi and ND.  
 

 
Figure 4.5. Measured IDS (solid lines) and IGS (dash lines) as a function of VG 
for a Top-SJGFET (black), a DeMOSFET (red) and an InMOSFET (green). 
Adapted with permission from [90]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical 
Society. 

4.1.3. LFN characterization of Top-SJGFETs 
LFN performance of the Top-SJGFETs is systematically investigated at dif-
ferent IDS set values and different bias conditions to elucidate the benefit of 
replacing the noisy gate oxide/silicon interface with Schottky junction 
PtSi/silicon interface. The PSD of IDS, Sid, of an SiNWFET fabricated on SOI 
substrate is contributed from three uncorrelated noise sources [41], [46]: 
 

 ,                            (4.4) 
 

where Sit and Sib stand for the noise generated by the top and bottom ox-
ide/silicon interfaces, respectively. Sibulk arises from the fluctuations in the 
SiNW bulk, which is a film-trap related generation-recombination noise and 
is significantly lower than Sit and Sib [46]. As for the gate referred input 
noise, i.e., Svg, it can be calculated using Sid and gm of the SJGFET as: 
 

 vg
id
2 ,                                      (4.5) 

 
Here, to facilitate the comparison, “total noise voltage”, T, which is an in-
tegration of Svg from 1 to 500 Hz, is used instead of Svg at a single frequency 
(see paper III for details regarding LFN data analysis) [94]. As seen in Fig-

ure 4.6(a), the gate area normalized T, i.e., T, of the Top-SJGFET are 
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significantly lower than those of the InMOSFET and the DeMOSFET. Such 
significant improvement in LFN performance for the Top-SJGFET can be 
ascribed to the replacement of top noisy HfO2/silicon interface by a quieter 
PtSi/silicon junction interface therefore complete suppression of Sit.  
 

 
Figure 4.6. T  as a function of IDS (a) for the Top-SJGFET, an In-
MOSFET, and a DeMOSFET at Vsub=0 V, (b) for the Top-SJGFET with 
different Vsub. 

LFN measurements were also conducted at different Vsub to further investi-
gate the different noise components in the Top-SJGFET and the results are 
depicted in Figure 4.6(b). With a positive Vsub, electrons are accumulated at 
the BOX/silicon interface. Therefore, IDS of the Top-SJGFET becomes more 
dominated by the conduction close to that interface and the contribution of 
Sib to Sid increases. On the other hand, with a negative Vsub, the conduction is 
pushed away from the BOX/silicon interface, i.e., deep into the SiNW bulk 
or close to the quiet PtSi/silicon interface. In such a case, Sib contribution to 
Sid is greatly reduced and Sid is now more dominated by Sibulk. As expected, 
Sib generated at the BOX/silicon interface is a major contributor to Sid in the 
Top-SJGFET. As a result, Vsub tuning is normally required for the Top-
SJGFET during operation to achieve the optimum LFN performance.  

For benchmarking, our results were compared with other related work 
published from different university laboratories [90]. Although the noise of 
our SiNW-based Top-SJGFET is not superior to that of the state-of-the-art 
planar MOSFETs, [44], [95] it is better than reported university SiNW or Si 
nano-ribbon based FET devices [40], [96]–[98]. 

4.1.4. Sensing demonstration on Top-SJGFETs 
During detections, if the Top-SJGFET, where no silicide is present on the 
sidewalls of the nanowire, is directly immersed in the electrolyte, the liquid 
solution will also gate the silicon channel from the two sides of the Si chan-
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nel via an oxide/silicon interface. The top-SJGFET will then suffer from the 
same noise problem as an ordinary MOSFET. Therefore, to demonstrate the 
ion sensing application of the Top-SJGFET, pH and Na+ sensing using an 
extended gate [88] is conducted.  

The IDS-VG curves of an SJGFET measured with the top gate under dry 
condition and with the extended gate under liquid condition are depicted in 
Figure 4.7(a). The real-time potential shift at different pH is shown in Figure 
4.7(b). Sensitivity of 56 mV/dec for pH and 57.4 mV/dec for Na+ was 
achieved by the employed sensing layers as shown in Figure 4.7(c) and (d). 
The low noise properties of the SJGFET together with the close to ideal 
sensing signal generated by the sensing layers will hold promises for future 
high SNR sensor applications.  
 

 
Figure 4.7. (a) Measured IDS as a function of VG for an SJGFET measured 
with top gate (dry condition) and extended gate (liquid condition), (b) Real-
time ∆Vth measurement for an SJGFET with an extended gate. (c) ∆VTH as a 
function of H+ concentration. (d) ∆VTH as a function of Na+ concentration. 
Adapted with permission from [90]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical 
Society. 
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4.2. Schottky junction tri-gate SiNWFET (Tri-SJGFET) 
LFN of SiNWFETs can be significantly reduced by replacing the noisy ox-
ide/silicon interface with a PtSi junction gate on the top of the SiNW chan-
nel. As demonstrated in previous section, the bottom BOX/silicon interface 
can make significant contribution to the total LFN in a Top-SJGFET, there-
fore Vsub optimization is still required to mitigate such adverse influence. 
This Vsub dependent LFN performance may severely limit the practical appli-
cation of the Top-SJGEFT based sensors especially in situations requiring 
high-density integration, as each sensor then needs to be individually tuned. 
Meanwhile, avoiding large Vsub also improves the reliability of the sensor 
encapsulation. To address these issues, we introduce a tri-gate SJGFET (Tri-
SJGFET) in this section with the SJG formed on both the top surface and the 
two sidewalls of the SiNW channel. The Tri-SJGFET is demonstrated to 
exhibit enhanced gate control over the SiNW channel, which is investigated 
in detail in paper IV. 3D sketches of a Top-SJGFET and a Tri-SJGFET are 
shown in Figure 4.8 for comparison.  
 

 
Figure 4.8. 3D sketch of a Top-SJGFET (left) and a Tri-SJGFET (right) 
along with the respective cross-section of the gated SiNW section with the 
depletion layer illustrated as the yellow dotted region. 

4.2.1. Fabrication of Tri-SJGFETs 
The Tri-SJGFETs were fabricated with a process flow similar to that for the 
Top-SJGFETs except for the step to form the Schottky gate junction. Mean-
while, ND in the SiNW channel was increased from 1.2×1017 to 2.3×1017 cm-3 
for Tri-SJGFETs in order to lower VTH and enlarge the operation window, 
according to Eq. 4.1. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, a two-step evaporation 
process was employed to form the tri-gate structure on a SiNW channel. In 
detail, the substrate was tilted clockwise by 60 oC for the first Pt evaporation 
and then anti-clockwise for 60 oC for the second Pt evaporation to ensure a 
conformal Pt coverage on the sidewalls of the SiNW channel.  
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Figure 4.9. 3D schematic representation of the two-step evaporation em-
ployed with substrate tilting for tri-gate formation on the SiNW channel. 

Tri-SJGFETs with three different channel widths, wSi, i.e., 120 nm, 180 nm, 
and 480 nm, are fabricated to cover the range from narrow to wide channel 
conditions, and hereafter are referred to as SJG120, SJG180, and SJG480, 
respectively.  

4.2.2. DC characterization of Tri-SJGFETs 
If the Tri-SJGFET has a wide channel with wSi≫tsi, for example SJG480, it 
can be treated as a Top-SJGFET since the full depletion of the SiNW chan-
nel can be only achieved from the top therefore VTH can still be calculated by 
Eq 4.1. On the other hand, for a narrow and tall channel Tri-SJGFET 
(wSi≪tsi) whose channel depletion predominantly occurs from the two sides 
like SJG120, the following expression applies: 
 

 
⁄

.                         (4.6) 

 
Transfer curves of the three Tri-SJGFETs measured at different Vsub are de-
picted in Figure 4.10(a)-(c). Channel depletion from the two sides is evident 
since positive VTH shift is observed with decreasing wsi. As seen in Figure 
4.10, Vsub modulation of VTH is greatly reduced for the Tri-SJGFETs with 
narrower channels, which confirms the enhanced electrostatic control over 
the SiNW channel by the 3D SJG configuration. Such enhanced gate cou-
pling is further supported by the weakened dependence of SS on Vsub for the 
Tri-SJGFET with smaller wsi. More detailed analysis of the top-bottom gate 
coupling effect on LFN as well as the advantageous properties of such 3D 
SJG can be found in Paper V. 
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Figure 4.10. Measured IDS (solid lines) and IGS (dash lines) as a function of 
VG for SJG480 (a), SJG180 (b) and SJG120 (c) with Vsub=-30 (red), -20 (or-
ange), -10 (green), 0 (black), 10 (blue) and 20 V (violet). All plots have the 
same X and Y scales. 

4.2.3. LFN characterization of Tri-SJGFETs 
LFN of the three Tri-SJGFETs are comprehensively assessed to demonstrate 
the beneficial effects of enhanced electrostatic control by the 3D SJG. As 

shown in Figure 4.11(a),  of SJG480 is strongly dependent on Vsub as 
its carrier concentration and current distribution in the SiNW channel is ex-
pected to be mainly controlled by the vertical electrical field from the top 
SJG in analogy to the Top-SJGFETs. As wSi decreases, depletion from the 
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two side SJGs becomes increasingly predominant, therefore  does not 
vary so much as that of SJG480 since the ability of Vsub to modulate the cur-
rent distribution in the SiNW channel becomes weakened. In particular, as 
shown in Figure 4.11(c), SJG120 with wSi of 120 nm exhibits a greatly re-

duced span of . As further confirmed by device simulations in Figure 

4.12, the low  observed for SJG120 in a large Vsub window arises 
from its capability to confine the conduction in the SiNW bulk. This demon-
strates the advantageous properties of Tri-SJGFETs over the Top-SJGFETs 
for future robust low-noise nanoscale sensor applications. 

 
Figure 4.11. Measured  as a function of IDS for (a) SJG480, (b) 
SJG180, and (c) SJG120 at different Vsub. All plots have the same X and Y 
scales. 
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Figure 4.12. Cross-sectional view of simulated current density contours in 
the SiNW channel for SJG120, SJG180 and SJG480 at different Vsub but at 

the same IDS of 100 nA. A 3D schematic of a Tri-SJGFET structure used in 
the simulation is shown to the left, where the current density data are taken 
from the gray X-Z panel. 

A comparison between the minimum  of Top-SJGFETs and Tri-
SJGFETs can be found in Figure 4.13. The slight variation between the two 
types of SJGFETs can be ascribed to the different BOX/silicon interface 
qualities since they are fabricated on different SOI wafers.  

 
Figure 4.13. The minimum  comparison between Top-SJGFETs and 
Tri-SJGFETs. 

4.3. Operation of SJGFETs in electrolyte  
For biosensor applications, the SJGFET should be able to operate in electro-
lyte with its metal gate replaced by the electrolyte containing targets of in-
terest. First of all, the wire leads should be properly passivated to avoid leak-
age current through the electrolyte. To maintain the excellent SJG coupling, 
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it is essential to avoid the electrolyte being in contact with PtSi-free region 
of the SiNW where the electrolyte can also have gating effect, thus forming 
parasitic MOS channels. In this respect, Tri-SJGFETs are advantageous as 
the sidewalls of the SiNW channel are also wrapped by PtSi. Indeed, the 
Top-SJGFETs show SS up to 200 mV/dec when they are operating in elec-
trolyte. Such degradation is likely due to the formation of parasitic MOS 
channels along the SiNW sidewalls which are covered by SiO2.  

After formation of PtSi SJG, firstly a 3-nm ALD HfO2 was grown on the 
SiNW channel as well as the S/D terminals. Then a layer of UV5 (DUV 
positive tone photoresist) was spin-coated and subsequently patterned by 
EBL to form a trench of about 100 nm wide centered on the gated section of 
the SiNW. The trench in the UV5 resist allows the electrolyte to be in con-
tact only with the PtSi-gated section, as shown by the TVSEM image in 
Figure 4.14(a). The quality of the passivation resist is critical as poor pas-
sivation will allow the electrolyte to penetrate through the resist and gate the 
PtSi-free region of the SiNW, forming parasitic MOS channels. For exam-
ple, when poly(methyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist was used for pas-
sivation, the Tri-SJGFET exhibited a SS~200 mV/dec because the PMMA 
film is much thinner than UV5 film. 

 

 
Figure 4.14. (a) TVSEM image of a Tri-SJGFET after passivation with re-
sist, insert: cross-sectional sketch of the Tri-SJGFET in electrolyte. (b) 
Transfer characteristic of the Tri-SJGFET measured in a buffer solution 
with pH=7, Vsub=0 V. 

Transfer characteristic of the Tri-SJGFET (wSi=120 nm) measured in a buff-
er solution (pH=7) is depicted in Figure 4.14(b). During the measurement, 
VG is supplied via an Ag/AgCl reference electrode inserted into the buffer 
solution. The Tri-SJGFET exhibits a near-ideal SS of 66.4 mV/dec and low 
leakage current, indicating high quality passivation as well as that the solu-
tion is in reliable contact with the SiNW channel through the trench. 
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LFN of the Tri-SJGFET is measured and  is plotted in Figure 4.15, 
in comparison to different FETs measured under dry condition. For the Tri-
SJGFET operating in the buffer solution, only the PtSi area which is exposed 
to the solution is counted for LFN normalization. The Tri-SJGFET exhibit 

significantly higher  in the buffer solution compare to typical  
of Tri-SJGFETs measured under dry condition while it is at the same level as 
those measured on the MOS-type SiNWFETs. Such increase in noise is 
probably due to the interaction between HfO2 and ions in the solution. Fur-
ther investigation is required to fully understand the effect of such interac-
tion on the sensor noise.  

 

 
Figure 4.15.  as a function of IDS for the Tri-SJGFET measured in 
buffer solution, in comparison to SJG120 (Vsub=0 V), an InMOSFET, and a 
DeMOSFET measured under dry condition with a top metal gate. 
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5. Lateral Bipolar Junction Transistor as a 
Local Signal Amplifier 

Apart from intrinsic device noise, SiNWFET sensors are also vulnerable to 
external interference, i.e., environmental noise, which mostly spans in the 
same frequency domain as the biomedical signals [100]. Such noise can be 
easily picked up by the long metal wiring of the sensors and is detrimental to 
overall SNR. Figure 5.1 shows the drain current noise PSD, Sid, of a 
MOSFET measured in a well-shielded test fixture (black curves) and in open 
environment (red curves). The influence of environmental noise generated 
from large power sources, e.g., heaters and oven, in the laboratory is evident 
as high noise peaks are observed around 50 Hz especially at low IDS.  

 
Figure 5.1 LFN of a MOSFET measured in a well-shielded test fixture 
(black) and in open environment (red). 

SiNWFETs normally operate at lower IDS comparing to planar devices due to 
their much narrower channel. Therefore they are more vulnerable to envi-
ronmental noise. It has been demonstrated previously that integration of a 
vertical bipolar junction transistor (VBJT) for immediate sensor current am-
plification can significantly suppress the environmental noise, leading to 
greatly improved SNR [101]. However, it is challenging to integrate a VBJT 
with a SiNWFET because the SiNWFET is fabricated on a SOI substrate 
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while a VBJT can require Si of micrometers in thickness. Under such cir-
cumstances, a lateral version of BJT (LBJT) is proposed since it shares the 
same fabrication process as that for the SiNWFET sensors.  

3D schematic of an LBJT is shown in Figure 5.1(a). The LBJT is NPN-
type and symmetric, consisting of heavily n-doped emitter/collector (E/C) 
and moderately p-doped base (B). Precise control of base width (WB) of the 
LBJT down to less than 50 nm during fabrication is critical for achieving 
large current gain (β). Meanwhile, alignment of poly-Si contact to the base 
region should achieve 20 nm in accuracy to avoid short-circuiting between 
the E/C and poly-Si base contact. Furthermore, two boron implantations are 
employed for base doping so that there are boron peaks near both top and 
bottom oxide/silicon interfaces to reduce the interface recombination current. 
XTEM image of a fully-processed LBJT and a zoom-in view of the base 
region are shown in Figure 5.2(b). More detailed process description can be 
found in paper VI. 
 

 
Figure 5.2. (a) 3D schematic of a symmetric LBJT, (b) XTEM image of an 
LBJT (top) and the zoom-in view of the base region (bottom). Adapted with 
permission from [102]. Copyright (2018) IEEE. 

Typical Gummel characteristics and β for an LBJT is shown in Figure 5.3. A 
peak β over 50 is achieved. Figure 5.4(a) shows the possible integration 
scheme of an LBJT with a SiNWFET. In the design, source terminal of the 
SiNWFET will be connected to the base of the LBJT via short poly-Si line to 
minimize the coupling of environmental noise before amplification. Input 
referred base current (IB) noise PSD i.e., Sibase, is further characterized to 
explore the potential of the LBJT as local signal amplifier for SiNWFETs, 
which requires Sibase of the LBJT to be lower than Sid of the SiNWFETs orig-
inated from IDS fluctuations, preferably with a large margin. Again, “total 
base noise current”, i.e., TB, is calculated by integrating Sibase from 1 to 500 
Hz, the same noise data process procedure applied on the previous SiN-
WFETs [103]. In Fig. 5.4(b), TB of LBJTs are compared with the total noise 
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current T  of different SiNWFETs, i.e., InMOSFETs, DeMOSFETs, and 
SJGFETs. TB of LBJTs is about two orders of magnitudes lower than T of 
the SiNWFETs. Therefore, the additional noise introduced by LBJTs during 
amplification of SiNWFETs signal can be negligible.  

 
Figure 5.3. Gummel characteritics and β for an LBJT with WB of ~100 nm, 
VCE=1 V and Vsub=0V. Adapted with permission from [102]. Copyright 
(2018) IEEE. 
 

 
Figure 5.4. (a) Schematics showing the integration of an LBJT with a SiN-
WFET for local current amplification, (b) comparison of TB for LBJTs and 

T  for InMOSFETs, DeMOSFETs, and SJGFETs. Adapted with permission 
from [102]. Copyright (2018) IEEE. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

As elaborated in the Introduction, the ultimate goal of my work is to develop 
SiNWFET sensors with high SNR capable of resolving the tiny signal asso-
ciated with discrete biomolecular interactions. This thesis mainly focuses on 
addressing the noise issue of MOS-type SiNWFET sensors by implementing 
a silicide/silicon Schottky junction gate to replace the noisy oxide/silicon 
interface. The major finds of this thesis are summarized below: 

1. A robust CMOS-compatible process was developed to fabricate SiN-
WFETs with sub-10 nm SiNW channel. The process employed a mixed-
lithography combining EBL and photo-lithography to define SiNW channel 
and large contact pads, respectively, to improve throughputs. During the 
development, it was found that fine 10 nm resist lines with an unchanged 
LER can be manufactured even with HSQ expired for 10 months. Such ag-
ing effect could increase the sensitivity of HSQ and therefore lead to de-
crease in exposure dose, which is beneficial in terms of exposure throughput 
particularly for ultrafine structures. The HSQ aging process can be well de-
scribed by the Avrami model with the assumption of molecule clustering and 
cluster aggregating.  

2. Proof-of-concept multiplexed ion detections were demonstrated with 
array of SiNWFET sensors. The sensor array could simultaneously detect 
both molecular and elemental ions in a single analyte solution. For this 
study, the SiNWFETs were functionalized with ionophore-doped mem-
branes which greatly simplified the integration process. When operated sepa-
rately, the sensors showed a near-Nerstian response in wide concentration 
ranges and the molecular ion sensor showed excellent selectivity against 
common interfering elemental ions. However, the elemental ion sensor was 
more susceptible to the presence of molecular ions due to the partitioning of 
hydrophobic molecular ions into the sensing membrane.  

Further membrane optimization with PEG doping could potentially re-
duce the hydrophobicity of the membrane so that the elemental ion sensor 
could become more stable in the presence of molecular ions. 

3. To reduce the intrinsic noise of MOS-type SiNWFETs and improve 
SNR, a silicide/silicon Schottky junction gate was proposed to replace the 
conventional oxide/silicon gating interface of the SiNWFET. The resultant 
SJGFETs showed a close-to-ideal gate coupling efficiency and significantly 
reduced LFN as compared to reference InMOSFETs and DeMOSFETs with 
HfO2 as the gate oxide. In addition, the LFN of the SJGFETs could be fur-
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ther improved by pushing the conduction channel away from the noisy 
BOX/silicon interface, i.e., deep into the bulk of the SiNW channel. The 
SJGFETs are fabricated with standard silicon fabrication technology and can 
easily be adapted to FET fabrication with other semiconductors than silicon. 

4. The SJGFETs were further optimized by implementing a 3D Schottky 
junction gate wrapping both top and sidewalls of the SiNW channel. The tri-
gate SJGFETs with optimized geometry exhibited significantly enhanced 
electrostatic control over the channel, and could confine the IDS in the SiNW 
bulk, making LFN performance less susceptible to traps in the remaining 
bottom BOX/silicon interface. Therefore, an optimal LFN can be achieved 
without the need of an additional Vsub, which is essential for high density 
sensor integration as individual tuning of LFN performance is no longer 
needed. 

5. Symmetric LBJTs were fabricated on SOI wafers using the standard 
CMOS process, and were optimized for application as local current amplifier 
for SiNWFET sensors, with a βmax over 50 achieved with good reliability. 
Noise comparison between the LBJTs and SiNWFETs further demonstrated 
that applying LBJT as signal amplifier won’t generate additional noise on 
top of the SiNWFET intrinsic noise. 

To achieve the aforementioned goal, much more needs to be done with 
some of the efforts suggested as follows: 

1. It is evident that the BOX/silicon interface is still a main noise contrib-
utor in the SJGFETs. Fabricating SJGFETs on a SOI wafer with high quality 
BOX/silicon interface, or even with an all-around Schottky junction gate 
completely eliminating all the oxide/silicon interfaces, could potentially 
further reduce the intrinsic device noise of SJGFETs. 

2. The SJGFETs should be systematically evaluated towards their opera-
tion in electrolyte, including passivation quality, gate coupling, and possible 
formation of parasitic MOS channels.  

3. LFN contributions from the solid/electrolyte interface should be inves-
tigated when the SJGFETs is operating in electrolyte. It would be interesting 
to study the magnitude and scaling behavior of such LFN, in comparison to 
the intrinsic LFN of the SJGFETs. 

4. The low noise SJGFET can be further integrated with LBJT local sig-
nal amplifier to improve its immunity against external noise interference.  
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Sammanfattning på svenska  

Under de senaste decennierna har fälteffekttransistorer baserade på kisel-
nanotrådar (SiNWFETs) visat sig vara en överlägsen plattform för etikett-
fria, mycket känsliga realtidsdetekteringar av kemiska och biologiska äm-
nen. Eftersom SiNWFETs har en avsevärt bättre laddningskänslighet jämfört 
med plana fälteffekttransistorer (FETs), så är de särskilt lämpade för appli-
kationer som riktar sig mot analyt med ultralåga koncentrationer eller till och 
med aktiviteter på enmolekylnivå. I en SiNWFET-sensor kan elektriska 
potentialförändringar förknippade med laddning och molekylära rörelser i 
närheten av SiNW-kanalen effektivt påverka den underliggande kanalen och 
modulera drain-source strömmen (IDS) hos SiNWFET, vilket alstrar en de-
tekterande signal som kan avläsas. Denna detekterande signal bestäms pri-
märt av ytegenskaperna hos det detekterande skiktet på gate-anslutningen. 
Höga känsligheter nära Nernst-gränsen, 60 mV/dec (förändring av analyt-
koncentration) vid rumstemperatur har redan visats med olika detekterande 
skikt. För att uppnå ett högt signal-till-brus förhållande (SNR) för detekte-
ring vid ovannämnda krävande situationer är det därför nödvändigt att 
SiNWFET komponenterna har lågt brus där instrinsiskt komponentbrus är en 
av huvudkomponenterna. Det är väl förstått att processen för infång-
ande/frisläppande av laddningsbärare vid gränssnittet vid gateoxiden och 
halvledaren är orsaken till fluktuationerna hos IDS, det vill säga det 
intrinsiska komponentbruset i fälteffekttransistorer baserade på metall-oxid-
halvledare (MOSFETs). Detta komponentbrus är omvänt proportionellt mot 
komponentarean. Nedskalning av SiNWFET som syftar till förbättrad ladd-
ningskänslighet leder oundvikligen till en dramatisk ökning av brusets inten-
sitet. Denna avhandling presenterar en omfattande studie av design, tillverk-
ning och optimering av brusprestanda för SiNWFET-baserade sensorer, och 
en ny design för gaten vid Schottkyövergången är föreslagen och demonstre-
rad för applikationer med låg brusnivå. 

Först utvecklades en robust process som är kompatibel med komplemen-
tär metall oxid halvledere (CMOS) för att framställa SiNWFETs med SiNW-
kanaler under 10 nm. Processen nyttjade en blandad litografi som kombine-
rade elektronstrålelitografi och optisk litografi för att definiera SiNW-
kanalen och stora kontaktpaddar, för att förbättra genomströmningar. 

För att bevisa konceptet vid en demonstrationdetektering, tillverkades en 
uppsättning av SiNW-MOSFET-sensorer som applicerades för multiplex 
jondetektering med nyttjande av jonofordopad blandmatrismembran som det 
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detekterande skiktet, vilket väsentligt förenklade integrationsprocessen. Sen-
soruppsättningen kunde samtidigt detektera både molekylära och enstaka 
joner i en enda analytlösning. När de användes separat uppvisade sensorerna 
prestanda nära Nerstiangränsen inom stora koncentrationsområden och mo-
lekyljonjonssensorn uppvisade utmärkt selektivitet mot vanliga störande 
elementära joner. Elementärjonsensorn var emellertid mer mottaglig för 
närvaron av molekylära joner på grund av partitioneringen av hydrofoba 
molekyljoner i detekteringsmembranet. 

För att ta itu med det grundläggande brusproblemet hos SiNW-MOSFET-
sensorerna, konstruerades SiNWFETs (SJGFET) som kontrollerades av en 
Schottkyövergång, där det brusiga gränssnitten mellan gateoxid och kisel 
hos den konventionella SiNWFET-komponenten ersattes av en Schottky 
(PtSi/kisel) övergång på toppen av SiNW-kanalen. Den resulterande topp-
gate SJGFET-komponenten uppvisade nära ideal gatekopplingseffektivitet 
(60 mv/dec) och markant reducerat komponentbrus jämfört med referensen-
komponenterna som var SiNWFETs av MOS-typ. Och denna toppgate 
SJGFET-komponent uppvisade ett mycket starkt brusberoende på substrat-
förspänningen (Vsub). Det lågfrekventa bruset (LFN) för SJGFET-
komponenten kunde förbättras ytterligare genom att trycka ledningskanalen 
bort från det brusiga gränssnittet mellan den begravda oxiden (BOX) och 
kislet, dvs djupt in i bulken för SiNW-kanalen. 

För att förbättra Schottkyövergångens kontroll över SiNW-kanalen utför-
des ytterligare SJGFET-optimering genom att använda en 3-dimensionell 
Schottkyövergång-gate som bredde ut sig både både på topp- och sidoväg-
garna på SiNW-kanalen. Tri-gate SJGFET-komponenterna med optimerad 
geometri uppvisade signifikant förbättrad elektrostatisk kontroll över kana-
len och kan hålla kvar IDS inne i SiNW-bulken, vilket gör LFN-prestandan 
mindre mottaglig för fällor i det återstående bottengränsskiktet mellan BOX 
och kisel. Därför kan en optimal LFN uppnås utan att behöva en ytterligare 
Vsub vilket är nödvändigt för sensor-integration med hög densitet eftersom 
individuell avstämning av LFN-prestanda inte längre behövs. Således kan 
kombinationen av vår lågbrusiga tri-gate SJGFET-komponent med en yta 
med prestanda nära Nernst-gränsen vara en lovande lösning för framtida 
robusta lågbrusiga nanosensorer. Dessutom undersöktes systematiskt effek-
ten av gränssnittet BOX/kisel på lutningen under tröskelvärdet (SS) och LFN 
för SJGFETs. För att bevisa konceptet vid en demonstrationdetektering, var 
denna tri-gate SJGFET passiverad och testad i lösningar för att undersöka 
dess brusegenskaper. 

Vidare tillverkades symmetriska laterala bipolära transistorer (LBJT) på 
kisel-på-isolatorskivor med den standardmässiga CMOS processen och op-
timerades för att fungera som lokal strömförstärkare för SiNWFET-
sensorerna med en strömförstärkning över 50 vilket erhölls med god tillför-
litlighet. Denna interna signalförstärkningen förväntas väsentligt undertrycka 
miljöinterferensen och förbättra övergripande SNR speciellt vid låga sensor-
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strömmar. Brusjämförelse mellan LBJT och SiNWFET visade vidare att 
nyttjandet av LBJT som signalförstärkare inte kommer att generera ytterli-
gare brus ovanpå det intrinsiska bruset i SiNWFET. 

Konceptet som demonstreras i denna avhandling är inte begränsat till na-
notrådsgeometrin och kan lätt anpassas till FET-tillverkning med andra halv-
ledare än kisel. 
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